project moon hut overview
Three years in the making and nurtured at NASA’s Mountain View Ames facilities in Silicon Valley,
Project Moon Hut has become a global movement with the aspirational purpose of establishing
sustainablehuman life on the Moon through the accelerated development of a space based economy. It
is the marriage of humankind’s desire to “reach for the stars” and its practical aim to improve life for
everyone on planet Earth.
The activities of Project Moon Hut are organized within a four-phase plan, and involvement from all
sectors worldwide is made possible through an AI platform, a global educational initiative, and a
government participation model. The four phases of the overarching plan somewhat mirror activities
that traditional explorers/settlers engaged in throughout history.
In brief, these phases are:
● A Box with a Roof and a Door on the Moon – Phase I is Project Moon Hut’s
Roger Bannister of space. Just as Bannister emerged as the ﬁrst person to break
the
four-minute mile barrier, A Box with a Roof and a Door will be the groundbreaking structure from which the space based economy grows.
● Industrial Park – Phase II initiates economic trade and makes possible the
selling of goods to earth.
● Extended Stay Structure – Not unlike an extended-stay hotel, Phase III enables
people to live on the Moon as they work to further the initiatives of Project Moon
Hut’s
plan.
● Community – The activities of the previous three phases make Phase IV a
reality where people are able to live within and participate in the Moon’s new
space based
economy.
The aforementioned mechanisms— an AI platform, a global educational initiative,
and a government participation model –power the ecosystem’s innovation
and opportunities, and connect people around the world through the use of
network analysis and social science; think LinkedIn meets Reddit, Facebook,
You- Tube, Crunchbase, and media. Consider, for example, the AI platform’s
ability to enhance, promote, and redeﬁne our current educational system to
expand humankind’s perception of where we live to include both the Moon and
Earth, or as deﬁned by Project Moon Hut, Mearth.
This expanded perception is important, not only due to the fact that without the
Moon, life as we know it would not exist, but additionally because a conscious
focus on Moon, Earth, and Mearth is a necessary foundation for developing the
space based economy. Within Project Moon Hut is an initiative called 1 Billion
Hearts and Minds, the purpose of which is to invite, connect, and support the
collective efforts of people in the educational sector. This initiative provides a
collaborative portal and tools—such as online videos and coursework—for
teachers, researchers, event planners,and students of all ages and all disciplines
from psychology to design, sports to logistics, and more.
Project Moon Hut’s global team spans throughout North America, Asia, Europe,
and the Middle East, and we are working diligently to promulgate the project’s
future-focused vision, the Age of Inﬁnite. Whether you’re an astrophysicist whose
work harnesses the sun’s energy, a construction foreman whose practical ideas
accelerate a project phase, a miner who cross pollinates techniques to deliver
natural resources back to Earth, or simply an enthusiast, there is a place for you
in this Age of Inﬁnite. Project Moon Hut is leadingthe way to a new tomorrow, and
the time to join our community is now.
Contact us
info@projectmoonhut.org @projectmoonhut
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